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Child Welfare is a term which cannotes the general
well'-being of the child. In all ages it has depended
principally on the social valuation of children and
the care accorded to them. Today the child is con¬
sidered an important social unit and is held to be
entitled to all that makes for healthy living, suf¬
ficient recreation, schooling adapted to his natural
learning methods, intelligent home care, and the right
to develop his abilities to the fullest extent. The
privileged child may bo assured these by his own parents,
but children whose parents are less fortunate or who
have been deprived of their natural guardiems, have to
depend for them, at least to some degree, on the
organized child helping services of the community.1
Little recognition, in any country, was accorded
systematic child welfare work before the middle of the
nineteenth century. At first this work was developed
along local or national lines. Later, under progressive
influences, it became a common interest to different
countries and a subject of mutual cooperation. Finally,
child welfare was definitely accepted as a subject of
international concern, and this interest found expression
in international conferences, in the organization of
international child welfare associations under private
auspices, and in the international child welfare or¬
ganizations supported by governments.2
The child welfare movement in the United States
began with concern for homeless children who were neg¬
lected, abused, or exploited. Gradually, it was
broadened to include concern over such problems as loss
of Infant life, the inadequacy of educational opportunity,
and the early employment of children to the detriment '
of their health and education. Private effort in behalf
of such chlldraa had been given credit for arousing
public action in the form of institutions, services for
the care of children, and laws prescribing various types
of protection for them.
Activities in behalf of children have developed rapidly
since the twentieth century, especially in the promotion of
^Nerva R. Deardorff, **Chlld Welfare”, Fnoyclopedla of the
Social Sciences. 5th edition, III, 373.
2
Katherine F. Lenroot, ”Child Welfare and Child Labour”,
Fncyclopedla Brltannica. 12th edition, V, 481.
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maternal child health, in th© provision of various types of
community services needed for. children who were handicapped
physically, mentally, or socially, in the equalization of
educational opportunity, and in the regulation of child
labor and the elimination of early employment. Increasingly,
State and local governments have assumed definite responsi¬
bility for safeguarding child life.^
An Act of Congress, in 1912, authorized the federal
Government to create the Children's Bureau. It was directed
to investigate and report upon all matters pertaining to
the welfare of children and child life among all classes
of our pnople. Through its investigations the Bureau now
makes facts available for the guidance of professional
groups and administrative agencies in developing programs
for the benefit of children. On the basis of these facts
the Bureau cooperates with other agencies in formulating
standards for various phases of child care and in obtaining
widespread understanding and acceptance of such standards.
The Bureau publishes technical reports, pamphlets for
parents on child care end training, materials in chart and
exhibit form, and a monthly news bulletin, "Th© Child",2
National conferences have been held under presidential
auspices as follows: 1909 Conference on the Care of Dependent
Children; 1919 Conference on Child Welfare Standards; 1930
White House Confer@ioe on Child Health and Protection. On
April 26, 1939, the first session of a White House Conference
on Children in a Danooracy was held, and the final session
was held January 18-20, 1940, These conferences have pointed
up the types of care and protection needed for children in
the United States and have led to public and private action
for the benefit of children.^
Piirpose ot Study,— With this in mind, this study has under-
taken, at the request of the Child Welfare Association of Atlanta
and Fulton County, Georgia, to examine (1) the considerations
which led caseworkers in the agency to recommend selected indi¬
viduals for scholarship aid and (2) the degree to which such aid




furthered the suooessful adjustmoat of the individuals concerned.
Scone and Limitations.— The scope was limited to twelve
selected Negro oases, male amd female, known to the Child Wei**
fare Association from 1939 to 1949.
Method of Prooed\ire.**~ Gases were selected at random, based
upon interviews with members of the agency staff. The case
records were read, emphasis being placed on casework practices
employed. Related materials were read for the purpose of under¬
standing the application of sound ^ucational guidance principles.
Every precaution was taken to safergoard the'confidential nature
of the case material used.
(The historical development of both the Child Welfare Asso¬
ciation and the Whitehead Foundation has been outlined in a
companion thesis by Miss Eknma Ceclle 7/alker.)^
^Bnma Ceoile Walker, ’’A Study of Selected Whitehead Foundation
Scholarship Recipients Known to the Atlanta Child Welfare Asso¬
ciation, 1940-1949** (Unpublished Master*s thesis, Department of
Social W'ork, Atlanta University, 1949).
CHiPTER II
AGMCT ORGANIZATIORAL STBUCTOBE
The authority of the agency, in 1949, was invested in a
hoard of trustees, to which the executive secretary was directly
responsible. A case supervisor, five workers, and one trainee
comprised the white division. A case supervisor, one worker,
and two student field workers supplied services to the Negro
division. (Suffice it here, perhaps, to indicate that the Child
Welfare Association had no Negroes on its board of trustees.
The executive secretary was always white.)
StaffTha agency had a full**time staff of ten members.
The executive secretary was a school of social work graduate
in the specialized area of child welfare work. She had formerly
been a member of the University of Pittsburgh faculty. Pive
staff members had had graduate training in social work. Two
white and the two Negro members were school of social work
graduates. Three white members had had one year of training.
In addition to being given a minimum case load, the trainee
and the student field workers received supervision in the
various other phases of the agency*s program.
Finance.—■ The Greater Atlanta Community Chest was the
agency*a main source of finance. The Whitehead Foundation
was a source of special grants, largely for scholarship aid
purposes. Special donations were also received annually,
averaging between |500 and |600 dollars each.
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Facilities and Servloes,-- Along with toys and reading
materials which were available to the children who used the
agency’s services, a clliftio was provided. Immunization inoc-
oulations and thorough examinations were given all children.
Children in foster homes were examined annually. When needed,
dental care was provided by the agency, Referrels to specialists
and other agencies were made whenever the agency deoaed it
necessary to do so.
In addition to being a member of the Greater Atlanta Com¬
munity Chest, the Child Welfare Association was a member of the
Community Planning Council and the Child Welfare League of
America.
Fig, 1,—Chart of Agency Organizational Structure
Worker Worker Trainee Student Worker
CHAPTER III
APPLICATION FOR vmiTEHEAD FOUNDATION GRANTS
Souroe of Referral.— Tlie recipients of V/hitehead Fo\mdatlon
funds were made known to tlie Child Welfare Association through
various sources. Four cases were brought to the attention of
the agency by the Carrie Steele Pitts Home; three by the Family
Welfare Society; two by a former missionary worker; and one
each by the DeKalb County Department of Public Welfare, a
father, and a former recipient who was then an expectant mother,
Sooio^EconDmlo Background.~~ In each case the home was
foimd to be without one or both parents* When there was a parent,
he or she was compelled to seek work outside the home in order
to maintain a desired standard of living, thus causing the chil¬
dren to be left without adequate supervision. It was also noted
that limited education, unsatisfactory family-relative relation¬
ships, and unfavorable environments were vital factors in the
poor socio-economic status of the cases studied.
Case 1
%e Director of the DeKalb County Department of
Public Welfare requested the cooperation of the Child
Welfare Association in planning for D, a ten-year-old
boy who had been blind since birth. The child and his
mother were living in the home of a neighbor, an aged
woman who was a recipient of Old Age Assistance. The
whereabouts of the father were unknown. According to
rumors, he was in the United States Army, The step¬
father, who was known as "light brained", had been
sentenced to the State Penitentiary at Milledgoville,
Georgia; he had been accused and convicted of attacking
a white woman. A letter to the State Department of
Public Welfare had stated that D was blind and was
being neglected. His mother was not considered "bright”.
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D was being oared for by tbie aged woman. He was not old
enough for Aid to the Blind, and he was not eligible for
Aid to Dependent Children beoause his mother was employed
as a domestio servant, earning four dollars a week. (Siol)
The mother was born and reared in Covington, Georgia.
She gave her age as twenty-nine years, but she could not
remoaber the date of her birth. D*s paternal grandparents,
who had reared her, were still living in Covington. They
seldom visited or wrote her, however. The mother further
stated that they had contributed little toward the support
of D. The mother had never attended school and was unable
to read, count, or tell time. She had always worked In
the fields and as a domestic servant. She finally con¬
fessed that she and the father of her child had never
married.
D was born at Tucker, Georgia. His date of birth
was unknown. He had been delivered by a midwife. Even
though his being blind was noticed shortly after his
birth, D had never been taken to a doctor for an exam¬
ination.
While visiting the home, a dilapidated three-room
house in a poor congested neighborhood, the worker found
that D*s physical needs were being met by the aged woman.
The boy appeared to be physically well and mentally alert.
He and his mother had been taken into the home beoause
they had been told that they would be evicted from the
heme at which they had previously lived. The mother was
expected to pay $1.50 a week toward the support of her
child. It was later learned from the employer that the
mother was honest, reliable, and willing to work, but
she was not capable of holding a Job which would pay
enough for her to support D adequately.
D was given a physical examination at the agency
clinic. All findings were negative. However, he was
found to be slightly anemic. Also, he appeared nervdus ^
and moved his hands continuously. A letter requesting
the admittance of D wets sent to the Georgia Academy
for the Blind at Macon, Georgia. The letter stated
that the boy had had no training since his birth.
D was given an eye examination at the DeKalb
County Clinic, where it was felt that he could be
enabled to see out of his right eye. It was thought
that the removal of the bilateral cataracts there
might make it possible for sight to be restored^ Be-
ferral was made to the eye clinic at Grady Hospital,
Trtiere It was finally decided that surgery would accom¬
plish nothing.
D was placed in the Academy for the Blind on 9-14-43.
The DeKalb County Department of Public Welfare was in¬
formed of his status. All expenses for the school.
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transportation, and clothing were assumed by the agency.
Approximately sixteen days later, the agency received a
letter which stated that the hoy was mentally as well
as visually deficient.
Returning homo for Christmas, D expressed himself
as being very fond of his new school. However,.he
appeared seriously underweight and seemed to be living
in a world of fantasy. A letter concerning his health
was forwarded to the Academy.
In the meantime, his maternal aunt was visited.
She had no room for the boy in her dilapidated basement
room. She was willing to help with his supervision,
however, on learning that the Academy was closing for
the season on 5-31-44.
D was now placed with his mother, who had agreed to
be responsible for his supervision. He "looked better".
He had gained weight,and his conversation was not as
fantastic as it had previously been. He again expressed
joy over having attended the Academy.
A letter from the Academy, meanwhile, informed the
agency that its faculty had decided that D should not
return because he was mentally unable to become adjusted.
The decision was explained to the DeKalb County Depart¬
ment of Public Welfare. The mother was told that the boy
would probably be happier at home with her. She felt
that she and her sister could plan for D.
While visiting the home, the worker learned that
the mother had married. Her new living quarters were
inadeqxiate, however. The stepfather appeared to be in
a poor state of physical health, but he seemed to be a
little more Intelligent than the mother. The mother
felt that he was good to D. His salary and his place of
employment were not known, but he was given credit for
being a good provider. With the aid of her sisters, the
mother felt that she would be able to find a more
comfortable place in which to live.
The agency now felt that D’s adjustment in the home
was as good as one would expect to find. The case was
closed on 11-1-44.
The case of D was definitely one which needed the consider¬
ation of the agency. Even though he had had no previous school¬
ing, there was a possibility of his being helped by attending
the Academy. After having found him to be both visually and
mentallt deficient, helping D to become adjusted in his home
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became, apparently, as much as could be expected of the agency*
Case 2
E and F, sister and brother, nine and seven years
of age, respectively, had lived In the home of a neigh¬
bor for approximately ten months. The foster parents
had five children of their own living In their three-
room apartment* According to reports, 1 ma.s respectful
and obedient and appeared to be fond of the foster
parents* F ivanted to be treated as one of the family's
children* Good sibling relationships existed in the
home* The foster father was unemployed* IQie section of
the city In which the family lived had been selected
as a site for the construction of a housing unit* The
Family Welfare Society had given the family $1.50 a
wee}£ to purchase food for E and her brother*
The foster parents knew nothing of the whereabouts
of the father, and they had been unable to find relatives
who were interested In the children* It was further re¬
ported that the father had taken the mother, who had
become 111, to *•* Hospital* When the mother was dis¬
charged she went to live with a friend* Soon It became
necessary for the friend to take the mother back to the
hospital, where she reoained until she died. In 1933*
In the meantime, E and F had received treatment for
their eyes at the •** Hospital Clinic* The condition
of their eyes had been found to be very poor, fuid F
finally lost one of his eyes through surgery*
Since the children appeared to be orphans and
needed a guardian, the Family Welfare Society had
referred them to the Juvenile Court for custody and
placement*
In Nov^bar, 1943, the Child Welfare Association
was contacted* The agency decided to let the children
remain in the foster home while further investigation
was made of the family.
From the limited information received it was
learned that the mother had been born out of wedlock
and had been reared by the second wife of her grand¬
father* She had married at the age of ten years and
had given birth to three other children* No one knew
where the children or the father could be found* The
information also revealed that the mother had lived
promiscuously with various men after the departure
of the alleged father of E and F, the last deserting
her when she beccuae ill in January. 1933*
Subsequently, it was learned that the alleged
father had returned to his former place of employment*
When he was visited, he admitted the paternity of the
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of the children, but he told the worker that he and the
mother had not been legally married* He had refused to
support the children because he had found that he was
also oaring for tha foster parents*
Soon the foster mother informed the agency that
she had received a disposeessory warrant and that her
husband had been arrested. She had found a house which
rented for six dollars a month, but she had no money
with which to make a down-payment* The payment was
arranged by the agency.
The children were placed in a boarding home on
1-22-34* All financial care was to be assumed by the
agency. The father had agreed to pay one dollar each
week toward their support and had promised to pay
more at a subsequent date. He was anxious to find a
house and wondered if he could get the children to
live with him* In the meantime, both children had
been taken to the agency clinic where they received
an examination and immunizations for diphtheria luid
typhoid fever. Both had syphilis* The agency agreed
to pay for their treatment, which was to begin after
the completion of the immunizations*
The boarding mother told the agency that a nervous
condition had made it necessary for her to give up
the children, to whom she had become very devoted*
She planned to live with a daughter in Forth Carolina
and then with a son in New York* E and her brother
were placed in another home. The monthly board assumed
by the agmioy amounted to twelve dollars.
Regular clinical visits were maintained by the
children, and treatment of F was soon discontinued*
Since E had developed a negative attitude toward the
taking of injections intravenously, a liquid treat¬
ment was decided upon instead* Approximately two
months following this change, her treatment were
discontinued. Both children, however, were advised to
report to the clinic for a periodic check-up.
The agency now learned that F was presenting
problems both in school and in the boarding home.
According to the boarding mother, he was disobedient
and wanted pay for everything he did in the home.
He tras also careless in his personal appearance*
These changes had caused his sister to become upset*
While visiting the school, the worker was told
that F had become very negligent toward his work,
and his general behavior had reached the point where
it had begun to affect the stability of his classmates*
F, however, related that the teacher had constantly
"raised her voice" at him and ^ad singled him out as
the object of her displeasure* The worker attemped to
show him how he could learn to endure unpleasant
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situations, but his resentment for his teacher appeared
to be deep-seated* Reading was the only subject In which
he had made a satisfactory grade, whereas all grades had
been found satisfactory on a previous report* 1*3 grades
were found to be satisfactory throughout*
During a subsequent visit to the boarding home, the
woricer was told that the sibling relationship was good
and both children were very fond of the boarding mother*
There had been a noted change In F*s attitude toward
his household chores* The boarding mother felt it to be
strange, however, for the children to take no Interest
In the opposite sex or never to mention their relatives*
The agency planned to continue contact with the
relatives with the expectation of finding someone who
could give the children '*a feeling of belonging”* It
further planned to enroll F in the Boy Scouts; to work
more closely with him In an attempt to alleviate his
feeling of depression, since he had ronarked repeatedly
that "nobody oared about him"; and to try to get the
children transferred to the Department of Public Wel¬
fare. In the meantime, however, the children were to
reoialn under the supervision of the agency*
A short while, thereafter, the boarding mother
telephoned that she had begun to receive checks from
the Department of Public Welfare and that the attitude
of F remianed unchanged* The worker tried to Impress
F with the fact that the boarding parents were Interested
In his well-being* Meanwhile, arrangements were made
for him to become enrolled in •** Summer School, after
he had related that his failure In his school work had
caused him to become embarrassed*
Several days later, the boarding mother reported
that F was **ploklng up” money which she had left In
his sight* Bven though he denied having taken the mon^
end the boarding mother had not seen him do so, she cited
several instances which made his guilt obvious*
After the agency had obtained both school and health
records, the children were given a psychological test*
E, whose Chronologlce^. Age was twelve years and eleven
months, was found to have an Intelligence Quotient of
sixty-six, or a Mental Age of eight years and six months.
Indicating possible f eebelmlndednesa* F*s Mental Age, at
at the age of eleven years and ten months, was eleven
years, yielding an Intelligence Quotient of ninety-three*
All records were transferred to the Department of Public
Welfare, and the case was closed on 12-15-38*
In June, 1943, the Department of Public Welfare
called the attentiom of the Child Welfare Association
to a promise It had made to resume the support of B, who
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was now too old to rsmaln under its superylsion. She
was in the twelfth grade; had become a leader among
children of her age group; had become greatly Interested
in the church and its auzllarles; and had shown much
Interest in the ImproYcmont of her personal appearance.
Since she had worked as an assistant in the beauty
parlor of the boarding mother’s daughter for several
months, she had expressed a desire to take a course in
Beauty Culture. It was strange, however, to note that
she felt her brother "no longer oared for her" and
she considered him both unfriendly and "no good". (The
boy had not become self-supporting, even though every
effort had been made to encourage him to become Interested
in some type of training.)
The case was re-opened on 7-1-43. Meanwhile, the
general condition of both children was found to be good.
The foster parents stated that they had seen a great
Improvement in the behavior of 1, but they felt that
they had been a failure with F. The children had not
always gotten along well together, but the foster
parents felt that they loved each other and would not
be happy if they were separated.
Subsequently, the foster mother informed the agency
thdt the boy had found employment. She did not, however,
know the name of his employer or the place of employment.
His attitude toward his sister had improved and he con¬
tributed a portion of his earnings toward the payment
of his board. He had bought clothes with the remainder
of his money.
The agency sent E money, clothing, and flowers for
her graduation. In the meantime, plans were made to get
her some type of employment, since the agency felt that
it co\ild not be financially responsible for her board
after March, 1944.
E was successful in finding employment at the ...
University N\irsos Home, She used a part of her ten dollar
salary to pay her board. Simultaneously, the agency was
told that F received fifteen dollars a week at Film
Company.
The agency, upon finding that E and her brother were ap*
parently orphans who needed a guardian, agreed to plan for their
supervision. While working with the children, the agency, find¬
ing it necessary to draw upon the community resources, was suc¬
cessful in enabling the children to become self-supporting.
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Indicating that the aid given E and E had not been used In vain*
F, however, had found it difficult to adjust in the hoarding
home. Many factors could have led to his failure, slnoe he
posessed a good, average I*<%* and his sister was subnormal*
The actual physical separation of the boy and his parents had
probably come to him as a series of misunderstood events*^
Case 3
In May, 1944, the behavior of H, a thirteen-year-old
girl, reached the point where it became necessary for
her mother to request the assistance of the Child Welfare
Association in planning for her* For approximately
thirteen years H had lived in the home of her parents,
and their relationship had not been altogether satisfactory*
The parents were now separated, and the mother was regularly
employed at ,,* Hospital* Therefore, the child had prac¬
tically no adult supervision. She had begun to ’’stay out”
at night, to visit places which seemed ’’questionable”,
and she had been absent from school for approximately one
month. The mother further stated that H was ”untruthful”
and aware of her concern about her behavior*
The agency policy was explained to the mother*
Boarding school plans were discussed with both H and her
mother* H appeared to be impressed as moral habits were
discussed and promised to give up her habit of smoking
and some consideration to the general improvement of her
behavior, A further investigation of the family was to
be made before the agency made its final decision*
Tde mother related that she had been ’’brought up”
in an organized family group with simple, respectable,
and church devoted parents* At the age of eleven she
had been forced to work to help her father support his
family of five. She felt that she had suffered serious
deprivation because she could not continue attending
school. It had be^ her ambition to become a teacher or
a nurs e.
Soon thereafter, she married and became a mother*
According to her, the father was an only child and was
^Dorothy Hutchinson, ”The Parent-Child Helationship as a
Factor in Child Plaoenent”, Journal of Social Casework. XXVII
(April, 1946), 47.
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very much attached to H*s paternal grandmother whom she
found to he "shiftless and low-class", a person who
drank excessively and Indulged In vices* She also
Interfered with the marital plans of the mother* The
father, at times, was affectionate toward the child,
hut he was negligent In her support* Finally she found
It Impossible to live with him, and they were separated
in Atlanta, in 1931* H, at this time was only seven
months old*
By the time H had become seven years old, the
mother's second marriage took place* The child became
very fond of the stepfather* However, after four years
of satisfactory relationship, the stepfather began to
drank excessively, and the parents finally separated
in 1937* H was left with a neighbor while her mother
worked.
Several collateral visits followed* A neighbor¬
hood minister felt that the child was incorrigible
and should be placed in a school where she could
receive proper supervision. A neighbor thought that
H could become a fnioe girl" If she was given super¬
vision by the agency. H's home-room teacher at **.
High School reported that the girl had confessed
immoral sex practices and that she associated with
boys and girls whose character was "questionable".
He had talked with her about har behavior on several
occasions and she had promised to improve. The teacher
felt that the child was starved for love and affection
and that she could probably be helped if she were
placed in a boarding school* Her Home Economics teacher
thought that she was capable and suggested that she
return to school*
Subsequently, H returned to school, attended
classes regularly, and appeared to be well-adjusted*
Meanwhile, the home-room teacher was asked to emphasize
courses which required hand work* This weis expected to
give H a feeling of achievement*
During this time the mothai: was working at •*•
Laundry earning approximately #75*00 a month. She had
not planned a budget, but her rent amounted to |20*14
and she gave her aged parents #15*00.
On a psychological test in which H's Chronological
Age was recorded as being thirteen years and six months,
she was found to have a Mental Ago of twelve years, or
an Intelligent Quotient of ninety-one* Since she was
of average intelligence and her homo supervision
appeared inadequate, the examiner recommended a boarding
school placement. The agency agreed that the girl was
too intelligent to be placed in a controlled environment
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such as that at a training school and began planning for
her enrollment in a boarding school* In the meantime,
she had been given an examination and had been found to
to be physically well. She had begun to reoeive typhoid
Injections.
H*s application was accepted by the Snow Hill Insti¬
tute at Snow Hill, Alabama. The plans were discussed
with both H and her mother. The mother was willing to pay
the agency thirty dollars each month for its financial
obligation. H expressed her happiness by embracing the
wasrker. She entered school on 10-3-44.
The social adjustment of the girl was good; her
behavior improved; she participated in the activities of
the school; and she was given a Job as an assistant in
the office of the principal. There was some improvement
in her second semester grades.
H was placed with her mother at the end of the school
term. Through her own efforts, she found employment as
a maid in a dress shop, idiere she earned twelve dollars
a week. She planned a budget and managed to save seven
dollars each week.
She returned to school during the following September
and promised to improve her work. On 4-25-46, thie prin¬
cipal telephoned that H had undergone a minor operation
for the rmoval of a granular growth near her vagina.
Later, the child returned home ill. She was given a
lumbar puncture, and all findings were negative.
H went back to school on 9-17-46, but she was still
disturbed over a recurring growth near her vagina. On
10-25-46, she underwent an appendectomy. She had a
satisfactory period of convalescence.
After having spent the Christmas holidays at home,
the child was anxious to get back to school. There had
been no improvouent in her grades. Letters of encourage-
meut were written by the agency. H soon wrote her mother
that she was interested in marrying a veteran who also
attended Snow Hill Institute. She wanted to marry on
her birthday, the following August. This caused the
mother to become disturbed. Subsequently, a letter from
the principal reported that H’s condition was probably
of a mental nature. She had felt that doctors had re¬
moved a part of her sex organs, even though they had
attempted to convince her that she was mistaken.
While visiting the school for the purpose of attend¬
ing its oomaenocment exercises, the worker found the
child "well-liked" by everyone.
Upon returning home, H was placed with her mother.
Later, she enrolled in a creative art class, and her
instructor reported that he had found her to be very apt
and sincere and that she had had no difficulty in becoming
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adjusted to the memlsers of her olasa.
On 8-E2-47, the agency decided to re*-test H, since
plana were being undertaken for her return to school.
As the child passed through the office, on her way to
the examination room, she placed an envelope on one of
the desks. The words "open after I leave the office"
were written on the envelope. In the letter she con¬
fessed that she was pregnant and begged to be forgiven
for her mistake. The letter also stated that she planned
to marry during the following month. On the psychometric
test, her Chronological Age was recorded as being seven¬
teen years and one month, and she registered a Mental
Age of thlrte(»i years and four months, or an Intelligence
Quotient of eighty-nine. On the Rorschach Test, she was
found to be of average intelligence; however, her drive
and ambition rated higher than her ability.
H married during the following October. Her husband,
a graduate of the ... High School, appeared to be very
fond of her. She gave birth to a six and one-half pound
girl seven months later and the child proved to be a
real source of Joy for the entire family, especially
the father.
The behavior of H, apparently, had been caused by the poor
relationship which had existed in the family, along with depri¬
vation of love and affection. The disappearance of the fathers,
to whom she had readily become attached, seemed to have inter¬
fered with her becoming adjusted socially. She had been denied
proper supervision and guidance because the mother was employed
outside the home.
The agency felt that it could help the girl, who was of
average intelligence and who had become delinquent through no
fault of her own, become self-supporting and independent. The
grant enabled her to become adjusted socially, but the failure
in her emotional adjustment, it seemed, might have resulted
from her continuous effort to become identified with a male
person. However, her marriage probably compensated for the loss.
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Her life had been filled with negative and destructive ex¬
periences^, and she had found it difficult to cope adequately
with life's demands.
Case 4
The mother of K and L, sisters aged six and four
years, respectively, wanted to place her children in
the Carrie Steele Pitts Home. Her children lived in
a poor environment. Their supervision was quite
inadequate because her employment kept her away from
home until eight o'clock each night. The family had
previously lived in the home of the children's maternal
uncle but was now living in the home of their paternal
grandparents. The mother was willing to assume re¬
sponsibility for a part of her children's board.
However, she was told that the Home, being over-crowded,
could not accept her application. Meanwhile, she was
referred to the Child Welfare Association.
During a collateral visit, the employer told the
worker that the mother had worked for her approximately
four years, and she had found her to be unusually intel¬
ligent and dependable. She further said that the mother
appreciated every opportunity given her and her chil¬
dren.
The home of the mother, a single room on the
second floor of an old dilapidated house, was visited.
The room was crowded with furniture; however, it was
as clean as one could expect to find it. A double bed
was used as the sleeping quarters of the mother and
her lady friend, while a single cot was being shared
by both children. The mother was willing to give the
agency her total salary, excluding money for her rent,
for any asslsteuioe given her. However, when the
worker explained that there would be other things
which she would need, she felt that she could pay
eight or ten dollars each month.
The mother told the worker that she had married
in Atlanta, in 1931, and had become separated five
years later. The family the went to live with
relatives. When she found that the children's paternal
grandparents no longer desired her presence in their
home, she moved to her present address. Meanwhile, the
^John E, D\ila, "The Child Away from Home*', Journal of
Social Casework. XXIX (April, 1948), 131.
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okildren. were left with their paternal grandparents
while she worked. According to the mother, the grand¬
mother was not preparing adequate food for the chil¬
dren. On numerous occasions cake and candy had con¬
stituted an entire meal. The children were allowed
to roam the streets, and many times the mother had
to search for them when she came home from work.
£ attended school and was now In the first grade.
During the conversation, the mother related
that the father had written regularly and had con¬
tributed to the support of the children until May,
1939. Since that time she had written several
letters to both him and his friends, who lived In
Chicago. The friends answered their letters, but
they never mentioned the father. She wondered if the
agency could contact the father, and the worker told
her that he could probably be contacted through a
sister agency.
Since the mother was apparently undergoing an
emotional strain, the agency decided to accept the
case for further Investigation, with the possibility
of placing the children In a boarding home. When
the mother was informed of the plans, she expressed
her appreciation and asked that the father not be con¬
tacted if he would become involved in any trouble,
because a murder charge against him had been the
cause of their separation.
In the meantime, the children were examined at
the agency clinic. K*8 tonsils were found to be
slightly enlarged, and she had a slight systolic
murmur of the heart. There were three cavities In
the teeth of L. Simultaneously, a check on the health
records disclosed that K had received treatment for
gonorrheal vaginitis at the ... Hospital Clinic and
had received her last treatment on 5-12-39, after
which the mother failed to keep her appointments.
The worker visited the home of the children's
paternal grandparents. It was Ill-kept and situated
in an \indeslrable neighborhood. The grandmother felt
that she had done everything possible for the children
and said that the mother drank excessively, associated
with ”the worst people” of her community, and wanted
to assume as little responsibility as possible for
the care of her children.
Subsequently, treatment was planned for L, and
the children were placed In a boarding home. The
monthly board, which amounted to twenty-eight dollars,
was to be refunded by the mother at a rate of eight
dollars monthly, and she agreed to be responsible for
the children's clothing.
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While visiting the ollnlo, the boarding mother
reported that L had suffered with her stomaoh* An
examination disclosed that she had both acute bron¬
chitis and acute rhinitis. The child was placed under
observation for a period of three weeks. Immunizations
for typhoid fever and diphtheria were begun, and the
boarding mother was given instructions in caring for
L.
The mother was irregular in visiting her children
and said that she had found that they became emotional
whenever she visited them. The worker explianed that
this was probably due to their being so happy to see
her.
Since the mother was young and apparently capable
and the court had no record of her marriage, she was
encouraged to consider marriage as a means of relieving
her of her financial strain. During the course of the
discussion, the worker learned that the mother had
been suffering with her stomach for approximately two
weeks. She had not sought the advice of a doctor.
However, on a previous occasion, she said that doctors
had told her that she was pregnant. She could not under¬
stand how such could happen, she related, because she
had been sterilized three years previously. She was
encouraged to return to the hospital if she found it
necessary to do so. Meanwhile, the worker promised to
investigate her case at the ..* Hospital,
The medical social worker at the ... Hospital
reported that she could find no record of the mother’s
having been there; however, she promised to make a
more thorough investigation.
Both children, subsequently, were given an intel¬
ligence test. On the Revised Stanford-Binet Test, K,
aged six years and nine months, registered a Mental
Age of six years and two months, or an Intelligence
Quotient of ninety-one, an indication of average
intelligence. L, aged five years and three months,
was found to have a HenteJ. Age of five years and
nine months, or an Intelligence Quotient of one
hundred ten. an indication of superior intelligence.
Meanwhile, the medical social worker telephoned
the agency that there was no record of the mother’s
having been at the ... Hospital since 1938, and it
was suggested that she report to the Hospital for a
thorough examination. However, when the mother was
informed, she said that she had already consulted
a doctor and had learned that she was not pregnant.
While undergoing a periodic examination, L was
found to have syphilis. Treatment was begun immediately
by the agency. K’s test indicated that she did not have
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the disease*
On E-3-41, K was promoted to the second grade.
A psychologist suggested that L he enrolled in the
first grade* Both children had taicen a great Interest
in singing and learning recitations because this enabled
them to appear on numerous programs at the ••• A.M.E.
Church.
The mother had visited the children only once
during the year and had contributed nothing toward
their support. Also, there had been a noted change
in her behavior. She now lived in an unwholesome
neighborhood and had become careless in her personal
appearanoe; she had been confined twice for disorderly
conduct.
The agency later learned that an American Red
Cross field worker at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, had inter¬
viewed the father and had found that he and the mother
had not been legally married. He now had a wife who
lived in Ohio, and his allotment had been sent to her.
He was, however, interested in the agency’s plans for
the children.
Approximately three weeks later, the paternal
grandmother was informed that the agency would not
be able to care for as many children as it had oared
for in the past and that the support ,of K and L
would probably be discontinued, since the mother was
regularly employed. The grandmother was anxious for
the children to remain under the supervision of the
agency as long as possible and promised that she
would inform the father of the needs of the children.
While visiting the home, the worker learned that
the children had presented no unusual behavior problems.
Subsequently, the foster father died.
On 1-3-44, the boarding mother reported that L
had ’’passed; blood” quite frequently during the week¬
end. She was told to take the child to the clinic
where her case was diagnosed as prolapsed urethra
with a slight ulceration of the sides of the vulva.
The cause could not be determined by the doctor, but
he was inclined to believe that the child had been
"forced”. The boarding mother did not feel that the
child had been exposed, but she did remanber that L
had visited her paternal grandmother while her fifteen
year old son was in the home. She did not want to
accuse him of having attacked the child, however. The
boarding mother also told the worker that the death
of the foster father had left her with funds insufficient
for her to continue supervising the children. She could
not be persuaded to change her mind.
Arrangements were made for the children to be placed
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in another boarding home. The agency agreed to pay
seventy-five cents a day for each child’s board,
and the mother promised to refund the agency at a
rate of <^2.50 each week. The agency also paid a fee
of thirty dollars to have the children enrolled in
the ••• School.
During the first two weeks, the behavior of the
children was reported as ’’excellent”. However, a few
days afterwards, the boarding mother reported that
she had found it difficult to manage L whenever K was
around. She also stated that the mother had visited
and had told K that no one was to whip her and that
she did not have to obey any one and that she had
slapped L unmercifully.
During a conference, it was suggested that the
mother’s visits be discouraged since they were causing
the children to become upset. Subsequently, the mother
was contacted. She regretted her conduct and said that
she had ”laid away” clothing for the children. Mean¬
while, their paternal grandmother telephoned that the
father had sent ten dollars as an Easter gift for the
children.
On 7-10-44, a conference was held at the Depart¬
ment of Public Welfare. It was decided that the case
should be taken to the Juvenile Court for the purpose
of giving the Department of Public Welfare custody of
the children. The children, however, were to remain
under the supervision of the Child Welfare Association.
The Court ordered the mother to pay three dollars
each week toward the payment of the children's board.
Meanwhile, arrangements were made for K to attend
summer camp. There had been a noted Improvement in
the behavior of the children.
On 4-4-45, bed rest was recommended for K, who
was now found to be suffering from rheumatic fever.
All symptoms had disappeared when she was visited a
month later.
The children cried when they were visited in
January of the following year and said that they
wanted to be like other children, in their own home
with their own mother. K told the worker that the
neighborhood children had called their mother ”an
old drunkard” and had called her and her sister
"orphan homo” children.
At first, the agency felt it advisable to move
the girls to a more acceptable neighborhood, but it
was later thought to be more advantageous to have
them adjust to their present school and neighborhood,
since they had presented no unusual behavior probleas
in the boarding home.
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The agency learned, later, that the mother had
been killed, having been shot through the heart in
the basement of her apartmentf A message of condolence
was sent to the family, along with a floral piece*
The worker attended the funeral. Subsequently, the
Social Security Agency was contacted for the purpose
of determining if the children were entitled to any
benefits.
Exactly a month later, the boarding mother re¬
quested removal of the children. She accused them of
fighting her and said that their behavior had changed
considerably since the death of their mother. The
worker was able to get the boarding mother to under¬
stand how the death of the mother apparently caused
the change in the attitude of the children* She then
became more objective, and her relationship with the
children improved Itomedlately.
K became an outstanding swimmer, and the Director
of the Y.W.C.A. Camp decided to use her as a counselor
during boarding camp period. However, when the board¬
ing mother was Informed, she did not approve the job
because K had suffered from cramps and had had leg
trouble. The worker then promised to discuss the job
with the agency physician and to see if there was some
other job available for the girl.
The agency was able to see that the mother's anxiety had
left her in a state of confusion and agreed to plan for the chil¬
dren, who were being denied the basic needs of life, for a
period of six months* Services, however, were maintained for
approximately nine years. The grant was responsible for a sig¬
nificant change in the social adjustment of the children find
the provision of medical care, along with other necessities
of life. Their emotional adjustment, however, was not as
wholesome as one would like to find it. This was apparently
due to their struggle to assimilate the love of the foster
parents while still trying to win the affection of their own
S3
motlier^.
As has been indicated, it is not unusual to find poverty,
with its privations and its struggle for the bare necessities,
creating in many parents worries and other emotional difficul¬
ties which arc reflected in their relationship to their off¬
spring,^ The location of the home, the absence of one or more
parents, and the relationship between parents and neighbors
also have their influence* This is further aggravated by un¬
sanitary living conditions, londernutrition, and dependence
on relief agencies.
Chronological Age and Sex.— Many recipients came to the
attention of the Child Welfare Association at a very young age,
and services wore maintained until the aid given then brought
about some form of adjustment. 33ie boys* age ranged from seven
to thirteen years while that of the girls ranged from four to
nineteen years.
^Dorothy Hutchinson, op.cit.. p, 48.
2
Leo Kanner, ”The Material Environment”, Child Psychiatry
(Springfield, Illinois, 1948), p, 160,
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TABLE 1




Total 12 5 7
4 1 0 1
5 0 0 0
6 1 0 1
7 1 1 0
8 0 0 0
9 1 0 1
10 1 1 0
11 1 1 0
12 1 1 0
13 3 1 2
17 1 “ 0 1 ‘
1 19 r 1 1 0 1
CHAPTEB 17
VARIETT OF SERVICES GIVEN RECIPIENTS
The xinlimited services which were provided by the Child
Welfare Association included the utilization of all its re~
sources and that of both local and out-of-town agencies.
Financial Responsibility.— The agency assumed total
financial responsibility for three cases. There was family
participation in the rattaining nine oases; however, the
greater share was assumed by the agency.
The responsibility of the agency for the children was
an all-inclusive one, to help the parents from the point of
intake and throughout the contact. The money was found to
have different aaotional values for different parents,
apparently depending on their personality make-up and on
their attitude toward their children and the agency.^
Psychological Testing.— Each of nine recipients was
given a psychological test, and the results disclosed that
two possessed superior intelligence, five had average intel¬
ligence, and two showed indications of being possibly
feebleminded.
The psychological tests were used to help get a more
objective evaluation of intelligence, personality make-up,
^Leon H. Richman, "The Significance of Money in the Child




and illness-reactions. When such teats are properly administered
and properly Interpreted, they can he ot definite service in
helping clarify the formulation of diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment procedures.^
Foster Care Facilities.— Foster care services were pro¬
vided for nine recipients, the foster home adjustment was
satisfactory in each case, except when there was parental
interference.
Case 5
Mrs, G.M. ... of the Carrie Steele Pitts Home
referred 0, a girl thirteen years old, along with
three sisters and two brothers, to the Child Welfare
Association, C was the family’s third child. A sister
and a brother, three years and two years older, re¬
spectively, were among the siblings. The mother was
regularly onployed. This left the children without
proper supervision, and they had become difficult to
control. Neighbors had cooperated in "keeping an eye"
on the children, who were now failing to obey them.
There were no available relatives who could assist
in a plan of supervision. The Carrie Steele Pitts
Home was willing to offer its assistance, but it
could not care for all the children. It was felt
that G was not suitable for th® Home, The mother,
who earned #68.00 a month at a naval station fifty
miles from her home, felt that she would be able to
assume the financial responsibility for the care of
her children.
An appointment was arranged for the mother. She
stated that her children were out of school, "running
wild" in the community. They were "very disobedient".
C, for one, had become "greatly interested" in little
boys and her behavior with then was "questionable".
Th® mother further related that C and her youngest son
attended Sunday School and church regularly, but the
^ Esther L. Richards, "Tools Used in Psychiatry", Intro
duction to Psychobiology and Psychiatry (St. Louis, 1946),
p, 364,
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older boys would "slip** off to a nearby golf ooufse
each Sunday. Arrangetaent bad been made for the eldest
daughter to begin work at the ... Beauty Parlor,
earning seven dollars a week. The mother was anicious
for the agency to place the younger children in a
home. She felt taht ahe could take care of the
eldest daughter and son, if she could find a job for
him.
The mother, the third of five siblings, was born
in 1909, on a farm at Selma, Alabama. Her father died
when she was four months old. Her mother married a
second time, but her stepfather did not treat his family
with the best of care. The family was only able to
"eke out" a poor living. The mother was able to obtain
only a sixth grade rural education. Hca* stepfather
became "involved in some trouble" when she was seven¬
teen years old. This incident forced the family to
move to another farm.
At the age of sixteen, the mother married a
neighborhood farm boy. The marriage took place at
Pairburn, Georgia, but the mother was not able to
remember the date. The father was well thought of by
the people of his community. He was industrious, and
he provided well for the mother and the three children.
The father died of typhoid fever in 1930. Soon there¬
after the mother married an older neighborhood widower.
The license was obtained in Fulton County. The mother
had hoped that this marriage would provide'a comfort¬
able and happy home for her children. However, the
new father drank excessively. His being unable to
hold a;job resulted in his being a pbdr provider for
his family. The mother was compelled to work in
order to maintain her home. In 1942, the father died
of a stroke. A sister to whom ho was very much at¬
tached was too poor to offer any assistance. There
were interested brothers, but none were able to
help the brother either.
The program of the agency was explained. Tenta¬
tive plans, which met the approval of the mother,
were decided upon. V/hile discussing the budget, the
mother felt that her expenses amounted to approxi¬
mately |67.50 of her monthly salary of $68.00. She
felt that she could contribute twenty-five dollars
each month toward the support of her children. At
this time all the children, apparently in good
health, were in school. The mother had been referred
to as being deeply concerned about the general wel¬
fare of her children and a hard and reliable worker
with ambition and good ideals.
The agency agreed on temporary placement for
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the younger children in the Carrie Steele Pitts Home,
C vas to he given taaporary foster home care as near
the Carrie Steele Pitts &)me as possible. All finan¬
cial responsibility for C*s care was to be assumed by
the agency. The mother appeared elated as the plans
were explained to her and her children.
A physioeil examination disclosed that the eldest
girl had syphilis.
On 7-30-43, C was placed with a young boarding
mother who had a young child. She was thought to be
capable of giving C adequate supervision. The agency
assumed the monthly boarding expense of twenty-five
dollars. The four younger children were placed in
the Carrie Steele Pitts Home. The mother had agreed
to pay thirty-five dollars each month for their care.
The children appeared to be happy in the Home. The
boarding mother stated that G was enjoying: her; place¬
ment and became interested in attending the Poster
Mothers* Club. Once each week C attended the movies
with a thirteen year old sister of the boarding
mother. Once each month she visited her mother and
her sisters and her brothers. She enjoyed seeing the
children, but she was always anxious to return to
the boarding home. The boarding mother was asked to
encourage G*s visits, in order that good relation¬
ship might bo maintained with the children.
The agency learned from the mother that the
children had been taken from the Carrie Steele Pitts
Home because their maternal aunt, who was visiting
at the time, could aid in providing for them. She
planned to carry them back when the aunt returned
to her home.
Later, the ,,, School was visited. According
to C*3 teacher, the child presented no behavior
problems. Her seventh grade work was just fair.
However, some improvement had been noticed after
her placement,
A plan to have G return home to help with the
supervision of the children met the approval of
the mother, but she requested that the girl remain
in the boarding home until the end of the school
term. She complimented the boarding mother on the
care which she had given C. All the other children
were well and in school.
The boarding mother agreed to purchase Christ¬
mas gifts for the children, C was permitted to
spend the holidays at home, since the mother had
indicated that the child had become devoted to the
foster mother. As soon as the holidays had expired,
the mother telephoned the agency that she was amazed
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at finding C so helpful in the home. On 1-1-44, C
was placed in the home of her mother.
G had adjusted well in the boarding home. Her adjustment
in school had also been good. Apparently, the problem had
been caused only by a lack of supervision because of the
mother’s employment.
The agency was aware of the need for supervision and
accepted the case. The placenent of the younger children in
the Home and the wise selection of the foster home for C,
along with continuous contact with the mother, were chief
factors which revived the wholesome relationship of the
entire family, thus indicating that the grant had been con¬
structively employed.
When there are several children in one family and one
child presents particular difficult problems, more will
probably be gained through family services directed toward
the treatment of the total family situation than by merely
removing one child,^
Case 6
In the summer of 1939, A and B, brothers, thirteen
and twelve yejars of age, respectively, were referred
to the Child Welfare Association by their sixty-two-
year-old landlady, a former missionary worker. The
father had deserted the family three months prior to
B’s birth. The mother, thirty years of age, was regu¬
larly employed as a domestic servant, earning ten
1
H.S, Lippman, "Newer Trends in Child Placement", The
Family. XXI (February, 1941), 324.
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dollars a week, was greatly disturbed over the
delinquent behavior of her boys and felt her anxiety
was causing an impainaont of her health. On one or
tv/o oooasions, the boys had spent money left by
the mother for the payment of insurance. Neighbor¬
hood children had been permitted to consume the
family's food. The boys often remained away from
home, and the character of their associates seemed
’'questionable".
According to the mother, A was "quiet and lazy,
with no particular interest". Kis late enrollment
in school had been a factor in his not advancing any
farther than than the sixth grade. His mother felt
that he was interested in her welfare and that ho
was trying to "keep B on the right track for her
sake". B, she reported, stole from her on several
occasions. He once gave her revolver, she related,
to a man who lived in the neighborhood. She felt
that "he had little feeling for her", and considered
him as being "spoiled, untruthful, and disobedient".
At the same time, she considered him a "smart"
seventh grade student.
Since there was a need for supervision, and
relatives were apparently apathetic, the mother
desired a separate boarding home for her boys. She
felt that she would be able to contribute twenty-
five dollars each month toward their support. The
agency felt that a boarding school placomon’T, where
the boys could get both elcsmentary and high school
training, along with proper guidance and supervision,
would be the best plans for the boys. A boarding home
placement was planned for them during their vacation
from school. The plan met the approval of the mother.
Physical examinations and inoculations were given
the boys, and plans were made for them to attend a
summer camp.
Later, each was given a psyohologioal test. A,
aged 13, was found to have a Mental Age of nine
years and ten months, or an Intelligence Quotient
of sixty-seven, indicating possible feeblemindedness.
B's Mental Age, at the age of twelve, was ten years
and eight months, yielding an Intelligence Quotient
of eighty-three. He was considered capable of making
slow progress in school.
The mother, having agreed to assume all finan¬
cial responsibilities, accompanied the boys to the
school. All payments were made by the agency, with
refunds coming from the mother.
Both boys adjusted socially almost at once.
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While visiting the school, the worker received "a
good report" on both boys, B was considered "smart",
but he did not apply himself to his studies, A was
indifferent toward his school work and resented being
spoken to about it. He preferred working in the
school^s hospital. Both boys participated with great
interest in the extracurricular activities of the
school,
A and B complained from the start, however,
about the uncomfortable housing conditions at the
school. During the second year, they complained
about the food, "no variety". The agaicy realized
that, at bottom, it was a matter of the boys* fail¬
ing to adjust scholastically and decided to make
other plans for them at the termination of the
school term, by which time A and B had lived in
the same boarding home for two years.
During this time, the mother was attending
night school. Hhe had made A*s in all her courses.
Meanwhile, she found that her salary was in¬
adequate and asked the agency to assist her still
further. She had until now been prompt im her
monthly payments.
At the end of the second year, A informed his
mother that he wanted a job and had no desire to
return to school. On several occasions, latterly,
the mother learned that A had stolen money from
his boarding mother. This caused her to become
upset. An allowance was planned for A until he was
able to find employment,
A second psychological test was administered.
A, aged 15, now registered an I.Q,. of 74, The
examiner felt that he could profit from training
in a trade. B, aged 13*. registered an I,q. of 97,
a significant increase of 14 points in the course
of two years,
(For those who are concerned with the develop¬
ment of individual children, a change of 10 or more
I.Q,. points on retests seems an important faet....
Although inherently stable, intelligence as measured,
is inconstant because the composition of the tests
varies, stressing different abilities at different
ages. On this hypothesis it is assumed that if only
adequate tests could be invented, intelligence
would be found to develop consistently because it is
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a unit factor.^)
B was adjudged capable of dealing with simple
numerical relationships* Plans were arranged for him
to enter school at South Carolina, and the boys
were placed temporarily in another boarding home.
The mother, meanwhile, arranged to take them with
her on a trip to New York City.
Upon her return from the North, she informed
the agency that she had left her sons in New York
and had made plans to have them enter school in
North Carolina. This necessitated a change in the
agency*s plans for B. Subsequently, however, B
wrote his mother that he did not like the North
Carolina school and wanted to come home*
Later, one of the agency’s boarding mothers
telephoned that the mother was living on the premises
of her onployer and that she had left the boys at
her home. Since A did not want to ranain in a foster
home and had no desire to return to school, he was
placed with his paternal grandparents, who lived
in a rural area. B was placed, in a foi^ter home where
he ronained for one day, after which his mother
took him, too, to the home of his paternal grand¬
parents.
The mother was soon successful in locating an
apartment in Decatur, Georgia. She found a job for
A and asked the agency to send B to school. B was
placed in a boarding home in Atlanta and enrolled
in the tenth grade. The boarding home adjustment
was good until the mother’s desire fop B’s visits
resulted in his spending only a few nights at his
boarding home. The mother accused the boarding
mother of attonpting to destroy B’s affection for her.
She further stated that an argument in the boarding
home had caused the boy to become unhappy. She
finally moved B from the boarding home without
consulting the agency. She wanted him placed in a
boarding school.
On' 12-9-42, A was encouraged to seek employ¬
ment and save his money. His case was closed. The
mother thanked the agency for the services it had
rendered. Subsequently, she informed the eigency
that A was in the Navy, had received a promotion.
National Socirty for the Study of Education, Intel¬
ligence; Its Nature and Nurture. Part II (Chicago, 1940), p. 20.
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and waa sending her a monthly allotment.
Meanwhile, B was placed in a school in South
Carolina. He took great interest in the various
organizations of the school and became an active
church member. His grades were fair, and his con¬
duct was g^erally good until ho had trouble,
during his second year, with his English teacher,
who found him cheating in his lessons. B then left
school to discuss the problem with his mother. In
her discussion, she blamed the school for her son’s
behavior, adducing the influence of older boys. A
letter of explanation was subsequently sent her by
the school. When B finally returned to school, he
was refused registration.
The mother now sent him to New York to get a
Job. The case was closed on B on 7-1-44 with the
notation that his attitude seoned indifferent, if
not marked by a feeling of guilt.
B’s stealing might have been an attempt to punish his
mother for her attitude toward him. More attention, it would
seem, might have been directed toward helping B and his brother
in their social and emotional adjustments together with their
physical and manual development, rather than scholastic
achievmiient.^ The psychometric tests indicated that A was
seriously retarded and that B was initially low of average
ability. Neither seemed capable of exceptional work at school,
where they were faced with the frustrating problem of com¬
peting with the average student.
The mother, apparently trying to compensate for her fail¬
ure with the boys, seemed overproteotive and determined on
their reaching the goals which she had set for them. She,
1
0. S "'nglish, Baotional Problems of Living (New
York, 1945 , _ •
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seemingly, begrudged tbe boarding mother whatever progress she
made. More intensive treatment might have been directed toward
enabling the mother to understand how her childhood problems,
which had now become deep-seated, had been a factor in her
refusal to allow her sons the freedom necessary for their
social and emotional adjustment.
Case 7
The Supervisor of the Negro Division of the Family
Welfare Society referred the family of T, an eleven
year old boy, to the Child Welfare Association in June,
1939. He, his mother, and his maternal grandmother
lived in a dilapidated house which was located in a
predominantly white neighborhood. The father was
deceased. The boy had been engaged in several con¬
flicts with white children, and he had bcgim to truant
from jschool. The family relationship was not satis¬
factory. The mother was employed at a WPA recreation
project, earning ten dollars a week. The work caused
her to be away from home for a greater part of each
day. It was also thought that she was mentally ill.
Therefore, it was suggested that T bo considered for
a boarding home placonent.
In a conference, the Family Welfare Society
agreed to continue its services with the expectation
of helping the mother become adjusted. Meanwhile, the
Child Welfare Association agreed to give T approxi¬
mately six months of supervision in a boarding home,
and an appointment was arranged for the mother,
which she failed to keep'. Lack of cooperation re¬
sulted in the case being closed on 11-1-39.
The case was re-opened on 4-E5-40, when the
mother accused the grandmother of being antagonistic
toward T, The boy had lost all interest in school
aM was receiving little supervision in the home.
She now wanted to have the boy placed in a boarding
home.
A physical examination disclosed that T suffered
from enlarged tonsilsi .Latterly, he was given a psy¬
chometric test. His Chronological Age was given as
eleven years and eleven months, and he was found to
have a Mental Age of thirteen years and two months,
or an Intelligence Quotient of 110, an indication of
superior intelligence. He possessed an average adult
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vocabulary, and the examiner felt that he would re¬
ceive little stimulation from his sixth grade cur-
rioulim.
The agency felt it advisable to place him in a
boarding school, where he oould receive proper guidance
and supervision. His separation, from his mother was
also thought to be advantageous.
On 6-14-40, T, accompanied by his mother, left
for Gillespie Institute at Gordelo, Georgia. The
mother had agreed to pay the agency four dollars
each month on C’s board, which amounted to sixteen
dollars.
Visiting the school, the worker found that T
was becoming adjusted to his new environment.
After having spent the holidays at home, T re¬
turned to school and wrote a letter thanking the
agency for the services it had rendered him.
V/hen T returned home at the end of his school
term, he was disappointed because his mother did not
meet him. He was now placed in a boarding homo. The
agency had arranged for the mother to make refunds
to pay for her son^s board, which cost fifteen dol¬
lars. The mother, however, appeared surprised when
she learned that the boy had returned from school.
The worker visited the boarding home and dis¬
covered that T, with all his belongings, had been
taken, by his mother, to the home of hfs maternal
grandmother. Subsequently, however, the home was
visited, and the policy of the agency was further
discussed with the mother. Meanwhile, T was taken
back to the boarding home. He was taken, by the
foster father, to Baltimore, Maryland, where he
spent a two-week vacation.
Even though T had been promoted to the seventh
grade, neither he nor his mother was Interested in
his return to Gillespie Institute. His adjustment
had been fair, his grades were passing, but he had
not done his best work.
The agency decided to place him in another
boarding school, provided the mother was willing to
cooperate. Meanwhile, he was to roaain in the board¬
ing home, and the mother’s visits were to bo limited
to one each week.
in August, 1941, T was placed in Voorhees Indus¬
trial and Normal Institute at Voorhees, South Carolina.
The tuition was ninety-six dollars, and the mother was
expected to pay the agency ten dollars each month.
Approximately nine days after T had entered school,
the principal wrote that he felt that the boy was
too young to bo among the older boys at the institution.
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The mother requested that the bo7 be sent to
Washington, D.O., to Join her during the Christmas
holidays, since she had received & clerical Job
there. She was told that the agency could not do
such, and T spent the holidays in the boarding home.
He went back to school after the holidays were
over. There had been some improvement in his grades,
and he was congratulated by the agency. A letter
Tidiich gave an explanation of the mother’s disposition
was sent to the institution. Meanwhile, plans were
being made for the boy to Join his mother in 7/ash-
ington.
The boy was placed with his mother on 5-30-42.
In the meantime, in its conference, the agency felt
that T's adjustment in the boarding home would have
been satisfactory if the mother had not interfered.
His school grades were about average, however, and
the agency wondered if he could have done better
under closer supervision.
In the following August, the agency received a
letter from the school, which stated that T could not
be re-admitted. Subsequently, a telegram from the
mother informed the agency that T would be in Atlanta
on 8-20-42.
T reported to the office, and plans concerning
his attending another boarding school were discussed.
It was finally decided that he woxild attend a school
in Alabama.
His maternal grandmother was visited, and the
worker learned that the mother had sent her a tele¬
gram, which stated that T was to remain in her home
until further notice and that she did not want him
to attend another boarding school.
A day later, the mother returned from Washington
and visited the office. She wanted T to attend the
Palmer Memorial School at Sedalia, North Carolina.
She related that she was a personal friend of the
school’s director. The agency explAined that thb
extra cost of riding clothing and formal attire re¬
quired by the school would be too expensive for it
to consider her suggestion. The mother finally agreed
that the school would be expensive. She was told that
T was to be returned to the boarding home. The mother
also agreed that the boy could attend school in Ala¬
bama. Meanwhile, a clinical examination disclosed
that T suffered from both chronic rhinitis and ton¬
sil it is. Treatment followed, and a tonsillectomy was
recommended for the following year.
On 9-12-42, T was, enrolled in the Snow Hill
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Normal and Indxistrial School at Snow Hill, Alabama.
All financial expenses were assumed by the agency.
His adjustment was good. He made no grades lower
than ”B”.
At the end of the tem he went to the home of
his maternal grandmother. A few days later, he re¬
quested money for the payment of his fare to V/ash-
ington. He was, however, directed to the Community
Snployment Agency for the purpose of seeking employ¬
ment. In the meantime, his maternal grandmother re¬
ported that his behavior had caused her to become
greatly disturbed. T was now returned to his former
boarding home.
The boarding mother, subsequently, complained
that the boy was ’’indecent, impudent, and did not
want to work”. The foster father had died, and she
had decided to go to the country for a period of rest,
T was now returned to the home of his maternal
grandmother. She, however, wanted the agency to pay
her twenty dollars each month, the same amount which
it had paid the boarding mother. The agency agreed to
give her three dollars weekly instead.
T went back to school in the following September,
During the first somester he made no grades lower
than ”A-”, He v/as complimented by the agency and was
told to write his grandmother regularly. The agency
now agreed to pay the grandmother seven dollars a
week for T's board, and plans were arranged for him
to spend the Christmas holidays with her.
After he had returned to school, the agency
felt that he should be in a home in which a higher
standard of living was found. Meanwhile, the Depart¬
ment of Public Welfare was contacted for the purpose
of getting an increased allowance for the grandmother.
When T returned from school, he was placed in
another boarding home. As soon as the mother learned
of the placsaent she requested a picture of the
boarding parents. In the meantime the foster father
reported that the boy’s attitude had changed since
he talked with his mother over the telephone. He said
that the boy was both ’’queer” and lazy.
The agency felt that the boy should be placed in
a home in which he would be able to receive more
personal supervision, and he was placed in another
boarding home. However, after having received several
requests from the mother, T was sent to Washington,
Approximately three weeks later, the mother
wrote that the boy did not like Washington and she
planned to have him return to Atlanta,
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After arriving in Atlanta, T telephoned the agency
that he was living in the home of his maternal grand¬
mother* He further stated that he had earned fifty
dollars and had used the money to purchase clothing
and to pay his hoard*
The hoy was given a physical check-up and was
returned to Snow Hill Institute* Simultaneously, the
Family Welfare Association at Washington informed the
agency that the mother had requested its services*
T had now begun to do inferior work in school*
His teacher felt that he was worried about his grand¬
mother, since he had told her that he liked school
hut preferred to he at home taking care of his eighty-
three-year-old grandmother*
The boy returned to school after having spent
the holidays with his grandmother. Meanwhile, the
agency learned that the mother had become emotional
as she accompanied the hoy to the station*
On the following day, the mother appeared mentally
disturbed when she visited the agency, and she was
not willing to accept any of its suggestions. A month
later, she returned tp Washington*
When T returned from school, he was placed with
his grandmother. For a while, he did odd jobs but
finally found regular employment at a teminal warehouse*
He was able to acoum^ate a bank account of $125.00.
Ho planned to spend #50*00 for clothing and #39.50
for taxes on his grandmother’s home* The remaining
money was to be used to pay his board. Subsequently,
he showed the worker a letter, from his mother,
which stated that he was not to buy clothing or any¬
thing else with his money, because the agency was
responsible for all the things he needed* Never¬
theless, he showed the worker a tax receipt for
#38 * 60 *
He went back to school on 9-9-45, During the
first semester, he made great improvement in his
work, but the principal felt that he was having diffi¬
culty in trying to please the agency and his mother,
simultaneously*
After having spent the Christmas holidays at
home, T returned to school and was given a job to
help him in the payment of his board* After working
for two months, he wrote the agency that he wanted
to stop, but he was reminded that work was an im¬
portant factor in his becoming self-supporting and
independent.
During the following year, his school work
began to deteriorate* He was permitted to spend the
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Thanksgiving holidays with an inaole who lived in
Montgomery, Alabama. His mother wanted him to spend
the Christms holidays with her, since she had
planned to he married at that time.
T was not as happy as he had previously been,
when he returned from school. He did not want his
mother to get married because she had been single
so long. "You know my mother’s ways," he said to the
worker. He felt he would not be able to accept the
stepfather. He did, however, go to Washington.
Approximately two weeks later, he returned and
told the worker that he was sorry he had made the
trip. He talked about his mother’s lovely home and
rings, but he could remember nothing about the father,
T went back to school on 1-6-47, Since he was
to graduate, the agency sent him twenty-three dol¬
lars. However, on 5-26-47, he telephoned that he
had been dismissed from school and had been given
instructions to report to the agency. Meanwhile,
the principal wrote that he, along with other boys,
had been seen breaking the school’s windows. Approxi¬
mately #250 worth of property had been destroyed,
and the boys had been sent home when they refused to
pay for the destroyed property.
The mother, in V/ashington, now requested that
the agency send T to college. She was hostile in
her criticism of the agency, the Board of Education,
and the Snow Hill Institute.
The case was closed on 10-1-47, T was almost
nineteen years old and was felt capable, by the
agency, of assuming his own responsibilities.
The agency was most certainly Justified in its decision
for T, who was of superior intelligence but lacked proper
guidance and supervision. Apparently, the scholarship would
have proven more beneficial if treatment had been directed
to the mother and her son simultaneously instead of sepa¬
rating them. It was quite obvious that they were very much
attached to each other. It seems as though the services of a
psychiatrist might have been solicited in helping the mother,
if possible, to regain her emotional stability.
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As has been observed, the most difficult and com¬
plicated typo of parent-child relationship with which
the foster family has to deal is that involving a
mother laboring under an exaggerated sense of guilt.
She tends to obstruct successful placement far more
seriuosly than the totally rejecting mother who com¬
pletely ignores her child and steps out of his life,.
Her bad conscience causes her to seek to discredit
the foster mother while continuing to bribe and allure
her child with false promises of an early return home,.,.
The child is unable to benefit from what the foster
mother has to offer or to free himself from the bonds of
of his own mother.,.. Such a child usually "wears out”
a series of foster homos, he is the victim of a vicious
circle of two counteractive,mothers working to inhibit
his growth and integration.-^
Medical Services.— The recipients were given medical treat¬
ment which included periodic examinations, dental inspection*
and repairs, inocoulations, optical services, and hospital*^
ization, when needed.
Case 8
M first became known to the Child Welfare Asso¬
ciation in December, 1933, when her father requested
assistance with his familyT felt that the mother
was mentally ill and incapable of rearing the family*a
seven children. According to the father, a sick child
in the home had received no medical attention because
the mother had both refused to give him medicine which
had been left at the home by a nurse or to have him
admitted to a hospital. He wondered if the mother
could be sent to the State Hospital,
The case was referred to the Family Welfare
Society and the agency agreed to help plan for the
children if it became necessary to remove the mother
from the home. In the meantime, a letter stating that
the father had requested assistance with the mother
orothy Hutchinson, op. clt. p, 48
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was received from the Legal Aid Society. It ashed
that the family be investigated.
Two visits were made to the home, but the mother
refused to talk. The home, however, was an attractively
built six-room dwelling situated in a favorable en¬
vironment. The children appeared to be normal, but
the worker noticed that one of them suffered from
a badly burned leg.
On 10-23-44, the father telephoned the agency
that the mother had given birth to another child and
was now in the ... Hospital. He said that he would
cooperate with the agency in any plan it might under¬
take.
Subsequently, a psychiatrist diagnosed the case
the case of the mother as ’’dementia praecox”. The
State Hospital agreed to accept her, but the father
and his relatives now refused to have her admitted.
The doctors and nurses then suggested sterilization,
but this did not meet the approval of the father.
The agency felt that it could offer no further as¬
sistance since the father ignored its efforts to
help the family. The case was closed on 11-23-34.
In August, 1937, all agencies having had contact
with the family united in a conference at the Depart¬
ment of Public Welfare. According to a summary given
by the Family Welfare Society, the father and mother
had been born in rural Maoon, Georgia, and Guthbert,
Georgia, respectively. The education of both had
been very limited. At the age of nineteen, the
father had moved to Atlanta and had worked as a
plasterer’s helper and had now been in the city for
a period of twenty-four years. He had become sepa¬
rated from his first wife and had married the mother
in April, 1918. Even though the family had been
ejected the home for the non-payment of rent, the
father felt that he had been a good provider..He
accused the mother of being disagreeable and ex¬
travagant. Ultimately, he reconsidered his opposition
to institutionalization, and the mother wsus admitted
to the State Hospital. A subsequent visit to the
home disclosed Its being overcrowded and untidy. It
was also learned that doctors had reported the father
to constitute an incurable case of syphilis. There¬
fore, the Family Welfare Society had found it neces¬
sary to place all the children except the eldest boy
in the ... Home.
The members of the- conference suggested that the
Family Welfare Society petition the Juvenile Court
for the release of all the children, except the eldest,
who was more than sixteen years of age, from the
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custody of the father. If the Court failed to take
aotion, the Department of Puhlio Welfare was to
aooept responsibility for the care of the minors,
and the Family Welfare Society was to provide
services for the father and the son. In the mean¬
time, the Family Welfare Society agreed to con¬
tinue supporting "the family while awaiting the
outcome of the recommendations.
The case was re-opened by the Child Welfare
Association In January, 1942, when th© Department of
Public V/elfare requested assistance through the
V/hitehead Foundation Fund. M was now seventeen years
old and had lived with her brothers and her sisters
in the ... Home since 1937, after having been com¬
mitted there by the Juvenile Court. Her adjustment
in the Home had been good, M had attended school
regularly and was now in the tenth grade at ...
High School, where she had received fair grades in
all her courses.
In a psychometric test, M, whose Chronological
Age was given as seventeen years, registered an
Intelligence Q,uotlent of ninety-five, an indication
of average intelligence. Her Irregular school at¬
tendance, before she began to receive the super¬
vision of the agency, was apparently the cause of
her slow progress in school. She expressed an inter¬
est in becoming a nurse. The agency considered her
grades in Biology and Foods and felt that she was
a good "prospect” for a boarding school which offered
training which would enable her to meet the require¬
ments of the Grady Hospital Nursing School,
On 1-25-42, M was placed in the Mather School
at Beaufort, South Carolina. The agency agreed to
assume all financial responsibilities. Several let¬
ters were exchanged during the term.
At the end of the term, M was placed in a board¬
ing home. Her board was paid by the agency. The girl
had shown some improvement in both her speech and
her personal appearance. Soon thereafter, the home
was visited, and plans were arranged to have her
visited by her brothers and sisters. Meanwhile, M
had become very much attached to the sixteen year old
daughter of the boarding mother.
During a conference with the father, visiting
rules and regulations were discussed. He said that he
was willing to cooperate and would help the agency in
its care for M. Most of the time, however, he talked
about himself. In the meantime, the girl had reported
to the clinic, where she was found to be in good physi¬
cal condition.
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Approximately ten days later, the father tele¬
phoned the agency, asking if it was right for M to
he separated from th© other children. He fiirther
stated that M had questioned him about the sepa¬
ration but had asked him not to mention it to the
agency. The agency explained that M had become of
age and could no longer remain in the ... Home.
However, when the girl reported for her yearly
typhoid vaccine, she said that she missed the chil¬
dren but she also understood the rules and regu¬
lations of the Hoiae.
Ihile visiting the home, the worker learned
taht M wanted to remain in the boarding home and
attend the ... High School. She liked the Mather
School but preferred to be near her sisters.
She, however, changed her mind when the
worker reminded her that she was interested in
nurses*' training. Meanwhile, the boarding mother
was asked to encourage her return to school. The
child went back to school on 9-12-42. Her grades
for the second soaestcr were above average. Let¬
ters of encouragonent were written by the agency.
After having spent the Christmas holidays in
the boarding home, M wrote that she was partici¬
pating in the activities of the Beaufort Y.W.C.A.
and wanted to remain in the city and work during
th© summer. She was given permission to do so.
The following June, she telephoned the agency
that she had returned to Atlanta because she had
lost her Job. The daughter of her employer had
accused her of using her mother’s hair brush and
taking food from the refrigerator, M was also dis¬
pleased with her school matron, who had remarked
that she was a disgrace to the Institution, Sub¬
sequently, the agency was able to find employment
for, her.
In its conference, the agency felt that th©
girl was apparently unhappy while attending the
school and decided to plan for her enrollment
in another school. This plan met the approval of
M, and she sent four dollars to the agency to be
used in the payment of her board.
On 9-8-43, however, she went to the agency,
after having requested an appointment. She ap¬
peared embarrassed as she told the worker that
she wanted to go to New York to visit an aunt who
knew about her condition. She said that a doctor
had told her that she was pregnant. Her sisters
knew about her condition and she had planned to
tell her father that night. She further stated
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that she wanted to keep her child because she felt
that it was "terrible” to have a child and then give
it up. However, she agreed to give more thought to
the matter when the problems involved in caring for
a child were explained by the worker. According to M,
The alleged father lived in the vicinity of the
Mather School. She had known him approximately one
year, felt that he was unmarried and would probably
marry her.
M was examined at the agency clinic, and the
doctor felt that she had been pregnant approximately
two and one-half months. A letter giving general in¬
formation and requesting assistance with plans for M
was sent to the Foster Home Department of Children's
Aid Society in New York. Meanwhile the father was
contacted and was found to be anxious to get the
child away from Atlanta. However, he was not inter¬
ested in sharing in the payment of the #E0.86 rail¬
road fare. He blamed the agency and the school for
his daughter's condition, ^ter an explanation by
the worker he gave ten dollars toward the fare.
A letter from the Children's Aid Society
stated that the Youth Consultation Service of the
Church Mission had agreed to accept M for super¬
vision. This agency specialized in services for
young adults and unmarried mothers. It was esti¬
mated that M's confinement in the hospital would
cost fifty or seventy-five dollars and shelter
care (pre-natal) would cost five dollars a week.
An additional eunount would have to be paid for
post-natal care.
The New York agency was informed that M
would probably arrive on 11-2-43. Nine days later
the above mentioned agency wrote that there had been
a change in the attitude of the maternal a\int, who
had previously appeared interested in the welfare
of M. She wanted the girl to use a nearby hospital,
the services of which would cost seventy-five dol¬
lars for a period of ten days. It was felt that she
could pay the child's first medical fee, which
amounted to only one dollar, but she apparently was
afraid that she would have xo assume all other ex¬
pens es.
M gave birth to a girl on 3-14-44 and decided
to remain in New York. The Child 7?elfare Association
sent her a congratulatory message and offered her
financial assistance for a period of six months.
Two letters from M followed. In the first she expres¬
sed her gratitude for the services given her by the
agency, and in the second she stated that she was
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upset because she had not heard from her father and
that the maternal aunt was both unkind and unduly
concerned about the whereabouts of the alleged father.
After having disoussod the case in a conference,
the agency wrote M, giving her and her baby the priv¬
ilege of returning to Atlanta where she would be
given temporary care. Simultaneously, the New York
agency reported that M had found it difficult to be¬
come adjusted in New York and that she was immature
and ’’unrealistic” about herself and her baby.
The local agency wrote the New York agency that
it would pay one-half of any remaining expenses. Sub¬
sequently, M was told that the agency could arrange
to help her for two months; however, she could not
live in the home with her baby because there was no
home in Atlanta for unmarried mothers. This letter
terminated the correspondence between the agency
and M.
It was highly possible that scholarship help proved bene¬
ficial in assisting M, who was of average intelligence and had
made a good record of social adjustment, in becoming self-
supporting. However, more attention, it seemed, might have
been given her request to attend school in the city instead of
returning to a boarding school. The failure on the part of the
worker to contact the alleged father is also questionable.
Case 9
N, who had almost reached the age of twenty,
telephoned the agency, on 9-8-47, that she needed
help with her problem because she was now an ex¬
pectant mother. She said that while she wanted to
keep her baby she saw it as probably best to con¬
sider having it adopted. An appointment was ar¬
ranged. ,
The family had been previously been known to
the agency, and the records revealed that her fa¬
ther had died of tuberculosis in 1938 and that her
mother had been in a sanitorium since 1939, approxi¬
mately ten years. An older sister had been admitted
to the sanitorium in 1946. Since that time a twenty-
two-year-old sister had served as head of the house
and as substitute mother for N and a younger sister
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and brotheor. Another brother, thirteen years old,
lived in the home of a third sister. The agenoy
wondered if N’s sister was capable of acting the
role of a mother person, since she had given birth
to two children out of wedlock in 1943 and 1946,
respectively. The children had been placed by the
agency, N’s family, however, had established a
good reputation within the community, in spite of
these lapses.
N ranked seventh among the family's ten chil¬
dren, She had been considered a problem during her
childhood and had received much attention from her
mother, who felt that her child suffered from "a
nervous condition”.
The family had placed much emphasis on educa¬
ting the children. One sister had graduated from
a dchool of business; another and N had been sent
to 'college for one year by the agenoy. Even though
N had made an excellent record at .,, College, she
was forced to leave school when her sister, who
now assumed the role of the mother person, was con¬
fined in the hospital. Three older sisters had
graduated from high school; a brother and a sister
wore now in the twelfth and tenth grades, re¬
spectively; and a yoxmger brother was in the
seventh grade.
On 9-12-47, N was late for her appointment
and.became emotional as she entered the office. She
said that she resisted coming to the agency because
she was too deeply concerned about her problem.
Suppottive treatment was given by the worker and N’s
problems wore discussed* The worker v/as told that
the trouble was a result of N’s losing her boyfriend,
who had now become married to one of her friends.
She thought that she had been pregnant approximately
three months.
A conference was held by the agenoy, and it felt
that it had given maximm financial help to the family;
however, it agreed to accept the case until further
plans could be arranged.
While visiting the home, the worker told N that
the agency would assist her in planning for her baby,
A budget was planned, and arrangements were made for
monthly conferences and clinic attendance.
Kie agency, subsequently, learned that N had
been successful in finding ©nployment for four days
each week, earning ^3,50 dally. In the meantime, she
had failed to report for her October conference. She
was prompt, however, in attending all succeeding con¬
ferences, Meanwhile, 3-7-48 had been estimated as the
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date of labor.
The agency, on E-11-48, requested a medical re¬
port on from tbe ... Hospital, a few days thereafter,
the girl appeared at the agency in an apparently de¬
pressed mood and told the worker that she was faced
with a financial problem. Since she was ineligible
for direct assistance, she was directed to the De¬
partment of Public Welfare for the purpose of seek¬
ing general assistance. She told the worker that
she and her sisters had made plans to care for her
child in its adolescense but,' meanwhile, would
appreciate the agency's helping care for it in its
infancy and early childhood, (Siol)
A letter from the ... Hospital reported that
the prognosis for N and her child was good. Simul¬
taneously, the Department of Public Welfare informed
the agency that N would receive general assistance
for a period of sixteen months.
In the meantime, the relatives of the alleged
father were visited. The worker learned that his
parents had moved to Macon, Georgia.
The case was closed on 4-1-48,
Even though the agency had already given maximum financial
aid to N's family, it realized that an urgent need had to be met
immediately. The aid was instrumental in bringing about
emotional adjustment and enabling N to receive both financial
and medical assistance.
As has been indicated, medical social casework
services may be a method by which a person who is
socially as well as physically handicapped might be
helped in overcoming personal difficulties which
interfere with his being rehabilitated. Such
services may be required over a long or a short
period of time, depending upon the nature of his
difficulties.!
Caroline H. Elledge, "The Need for Understanding and
Help", The fiehabilltation of the Patient (Social Casework in
Medicine^ (Philadelphia. 1948). p. 59,
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Casework Servloea Rendered,— Both, direct and indirect
services were employed in helping the recipients become
either emotionally and socially adjusted or self-supporting.
The length of contact ranged from seven months to more than
nine years.
Two recipients were given services for a period of seven
months; one for a period of seventeen months; one for a period
of thirty months; one for fo\ir years; two for five years; two
for five years and nine months; one for seven years and five
months; and two for a period of nine years and three months.
Final Disposition of Cases,— Two cases were transferred
to other agencies; one case remained active; the recipients
in two cases became well-adjusted in their respective homes;
three cases were closed when the recipients became capable
of supporting themselves; and one case was closed when the
recipient married.
The function of case work in facilitating social
adjustment is neither to free the individual from all
limitations nor to assist him in achieving, without
difficulty, any or all of the ends to which he might
aspire, but rather it is to help him face, understand,
accept, and deal constructively and responsively with
certain realities of his own situation Ihis own capaci¬
ties and also the facts of his social setting). There¬
fore, it is not the magic and mysterious key to the
prevention or treatment of all intricate problems of
social maladjustment, nor can it always succeed.1
^Kenneth L.M. Pray, "Place of Social Case V/ork in the




This study has undertaken to examine (1) the consider¬
ations which led caseworkers of the Child Welfare Association
of Atlanta and Tulton County, Georgia, to recommend the twelve
selected hoys and girls for scholarship aid and (2) the degree
to which such aid furthered the successful adjustment of the
individuals oonoorned.
The agency, which was a member of the Greater Atlanta
Community Chest, the Community Planning Council, and the Child
Welfare League of America, had a full-time staff of eight
white and two Negro members. The Negro members and two white
members were school of social work graduates, and three other
members had had one year of training,
_
A variety of services, including periodic examinations,
foster home care services, medical care, and financial as¬
sistance, were provided by the agency. The Greater Atlanta
Community Chest was the agency*s main source of finance. The
Whitehead Foundation was a source of special grants, largely
for scholarship aid purposes. Special donations were also re¬
ceived annually by the agency.
Eight recipients were referred to the Child Welfare As¬
sociation by other agencies; two by a former missionary worker
and one each by a father and a former recipient.
One or both parents wore found to be absent from the
4^
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homes in the oases studied. When there was a parent, he or she
was forced to seek employment outside the home in order to
maintain a desired standard of living, thus causing the chil¬
dren to be left without proper guidance and supervision. This
problem was f\irther aggravated-by the parents* limited edu¬
cation, unsatisfactory family-relative relationships, and un¬
favorable environments.
The ages of the recipients, seven girls and five boys,
ranged from four to nineteen years. Oftentimes, a child had
come to the attention of the agency at a very yoimg age, and
services were maintained until he had become well-adjusted or
self-supporting.
All agency resources, along with the services of both
local and out-of-town agencies, were utilized in helping the
recipients. The greater share of the financial responsibility
was assumed by the agency, even though there was family par¬
ticipation in all but three eases.
Psychological tests were given nine recipients as a means
of getting an objective evaluation of the personality of each.
Two tests disclosed superior intelligence; two average intel¬
ligence; and one indicated possible feeblemindedness,
Foster care services were provided for nine recipients,
and the adjustment of each was satisfactory, except when there
was parental interference. Each recipient received some form
of medical treatment, which included periodic examinations.
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inoculations, dental care, and hospitalization.
Case work services, both direct and indirect, were em¬
ployed in each case and maintained either until a noted im¬
provement had taken place or the case was transferred to
another agency. One case reaained active; two oases were
transferred to other agencies; two were closed when the
recipients became well-adjusted in their respective homes;
three were closed when the recipients became capable of
self-support; and one was closed when the recipient married.
It would seem, on the whole, that the caseworkers had
been justified in their recommendation of the selected in¬
dividuals for aid. In each oase either an immediate need had
to be met or the recipient seemed likely to derive consider¬
able benefit from the services given. In the last analysis,
aid had in every instance been instrumental in enabling the
individual concerned to become either socially and emotion¬
ally adjusted or self-supporting.
It would seem, however, that more attention might have
been directed toward helping the individuals of ”low average
intelligence or below average intelligence** seek manual de¬
velopment instead of scholastic achievement, in which they
become faced with the frustrating problem of competing with
the average student. It would also seem that the services
of a psychiatrist might have been solicited in helping re¬
store the emotional stability of overprotectlve parents,




I* Name and current address
2t Date born
3* Race 4. Date first known to CWA
5, Domicile at time of initial contact
(Parental borne, foster home, institution, etc.)
Length of time thus domiciled
6* Original family standards (with particular reference to
rural versus urban origin, etc.)7.Institutional and Foster Home experiences8.Habits of child9.Psychological testing.
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!£♦ Change in attitudes and behavior following case work in
CWA
13. Bnployment history;
Before completion of scholarship,
After school work (kind, duration, age began)
After completion of scholarship.
Age began regular work
Adjustment to job (with particular reference to
benefits derived in terms of help received from
scholarship)
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